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Test time
UCF aims to extend win streak in
homecoming battle -SEESPORTS,A7
Records

UCF receives its own Torah

NOW THAT'S
ONE LONG

klT1Y

Students able to write letter in holy scribe
ALYSSA FELLER
Contributing Writer

After months of waiting, about 300 students
and other members of the
· community gathered in
Fairwinds Alumni Center
ballroom on Oct. 10 to celebrate 304,805 meaningful
letters.
. As of that Sunday afternoon, the Jewish community of UCF has its own
Torah, a holy scroll com-

8feaking
news on
your cell

posed of 304,805 letters
that describes how God
created the universe and
the history of the Jewish
people, which talces six to
eight months to write.
to
According
Chabad.org, the Torah
was given to Moses by
God and is the equivalent
of the Old Testament in
the Bible.
"The entire community
celebrates like a wedding,"
said Rabbi Chaim Lipski-

er, the spiritual leader of
the Chabad Jewish Student Group. "It's the first
time a Jewish organization
at UCF got a Torah."
Lipskier led the room
in the Atoh Horeisah
prayer, a prayer used in
Torah ceremonies, as the
participants repeated the
Hebrew words. one by
one.
Under the chupah, a
PLEASE SEdEWISH ON A4

THINKSTOCK.COM

The dedication and celebration of the Torah at UCF on Oct. 10 was milestone for
Chabad at UCF, which had waited months for the holy book's completion.

in Run

Students fl.ock to Chick-fil-A's reopening

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

Videogame
helps with

alcoholism
·Study shows positive results

KENDALL BIERER
Contributing Writer

MARISA RAMICCIO
Contributing Writer

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

SPLASH AROUND
INTHEUCF
REFLECTING POND
The annual tradition of opening
the reflection pond area to all UCF
students will take place again this
Friday.The event is the most wellknown aspect of homecoming at
UCF.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

MOM OF BOY
INJURED BY GRENADE
GETS PROBATION
The mother of a9-year-old
Lakeland boy who was critically
injured when he detonated a
grenade inside his home has been
sentenced to a year of probation.

Monday
morning,
before 8 a.m., the usual
group of students heading to class was not the
only noise on campus.
., Outside of the renovated Chick-fil-A in the
John T. Washington Center stood more than 150
students waiting to experience the expanded
menu and seating area.
The interior of the
restaurant was designed
to be fresh, modem, airy
and open with the new
dining arrangements,
Aramark marketing project manager Shannon
Frost said.
"Many students had
voiced concern that the
Chick-fil-A on campus
was closed, so I made
sure to hang a huge sign
stating that we were
remodeling and would
be reopening soon,"
Frost said about .the

PHOTOS BY ALEX BREWER/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students gathered outside of the Chick-fil-A by the John T. Washington Center
for the restaurant reopening Monday.

restaurant, which closed
in May.
The
remodeling
includ·e d booth and
table-seating, enhanced
lighting and updated
decor to match the colors of more recent
Chick-fil-As with cream
and red tiles. The menu
was also enhanced dur-
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Anime Spot hosts
killer mystery night
On Saturday night, three murders took
place in the Key West Ballroom.
About 120 UCF students attended Anime
Spot's fourth annual Murder Mystery Night at
the Student Union.
The setting for the event was a wedding
reception for Sailor Moon and Nicholas D.
Wolfwood, where guests were invited to dress
up in costume or come as they were.
Throughout the diverse crowd, students
dressed up as their favorite anime characters,
such as Invader Zim's dog, Gir, a purple haired
woman, Yoruichi, from the anime show
Bleach, Naruto and even Indiana Jones.
Guests were offered calce and drinks before
the mysteries of the night began.
The first murder victim was a bridesmaid
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PLEASE SEE

PLEASE SEE

NICOLE MILLER

Florida Panhandle officials are
urging residents who find an
unexploded device to leave it
alone and contact authorities after
a training land mine was delivered
to afire station.
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ing the renovations and
although it is still considered an Express Chickfil-A, it includes the new
spicy chicken sandwich,
Icedream and hand-spun
milkshalces.
"It has a broader
menu, which features the ·

The results are in ...
After months of testing, tabulating and playing video games, the preliminary results of a 16week study on whether a video game can help
alcoholics cope with life after rehab are in.
According to research done by Marcia Verduin, in conjunction with the Veterans Affairs
Medical Center in South Carolina, alcoholics
show favorable signs of coping in the real world
because of the skills they learned while playing
a video game.
"Playing the game seemed to improve their
confidence," said Verduin, the associate dean
for students at UCF's College of Medicine and
principal investigator of the study.
The video game is called Guardian Angel
and is meant to teach alcoholics the skills they
need to stay sober outside of rehab. The game
consists of mini-games that teach players certain skills.
·For instance, in a game called "Route Plan.ner," players must find their way home without
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at&t
Authorized Retailer
Offer available on select phones and excludes Apple iPhone. Limited-time offer. Other conditions &restrictions apply. Subscriber must live &have a mailing addr. within AT&T's owned wireless network coverage
area. Up to $36 activ. fee applies. Phone Return Policy/Early Termination Fee: None if cancelled in first 30 days; up to $35 restocking fee may apply to equipment returns; thereafter $150 or $325 depending
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CAMPUS
News and rwtices for
the UCF community

Reflecting Pond open for all
The event is held every
year the Friday before the
Homecoming
football
game.
In general, thousands of
students attend Spirit
Splash.
The event will begin at
noon on Friday in front of
the Reflecting Pond.

The Student Newspaper at IICF s/na 1961

October 21, 2010

Vol 42, Issue 65 • 14 Pages
The Centro/ Flotido FunNe ~ the independen~ studentwritten newspaper at the Univmity of Central Ronda.
Opinions in the Ftiture are those of the Individual
columnist and not necessanly those ofthe editorial staff
or the University administration. All rontent ls property
of the Cmrrol Florido Furure and may not be reprinted In
part or in whole without permiswn from the publisher.

Transfer Knights tailgates
prior to Homecoming game
UCF Transfer and
Transition Services will be
holding a tailgating event
for the homecoming football game.
The event will be held
at Memory Mall near the
psychology building and
will begin at 8 am.
A grill will be available
for students to bring food.

Exploring major options
Career services will be
holding a workshop for
students unsure of their
major or potential career
path.
The event will be held
on Thursday from 3 to 4
p.m. in Ferrell Commons,
Rooml85-C.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
.you may have missed

Boy loses teeth, bones, fingers
while playing with grenade
BARTOW - Thirtynine-year-old Anne Marie
Weise was sentenced
Tuesday after pleading no
contest to contributing to
the
delinquency
or
dependency of a minor.
Her son was playing
with a grenade stuffed
with firecracker powder at
his home in February
when it exploded. The
explosion ripped through
the roof of his mouth,
knocked out teeth and
blew off most of his nose.
He also lost two f"mgers.

Fire department determines
inert mine poses no threat
FORT
WALTON
BEACH - The mine was
found on a piece ofprivate
property near Fort Walton
Beach by two men who .
took it to the Fort Walton
Beach Fire Department
Monday afternoon. A
police release says the
device was inert and
posed no danger.
They ask for residents
to leave the device where
they found it and call for
police and fire assistance.
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Guy Consolmagno,an astronomer and Jesuit brother from the Vatican Observatory, spoke on the connection between religion and science.
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Astronomer Guy Consolmagno was more
than 5,000 miles from the place he works and
calls home when he spoke at the Pegasus Ballroom on Monday.
. Consolmagno, a Jesuit brother for the Vatican Observatory, located in Castel Gandolfo,
Italy, presented ·~stronomy, God and the
Search for Elegance," to more than 100 students
and community members. His speech explored
what it means to be a scientist and how his profession goes hand-in-hand with religion.
"Science is about drawing the story out in
order to create a deeper understanding for the
problem," Consolmagno said. "Science deals in
. descriptions, not proofs. If someone tries to use
proofs to describe ·science, then all they have
proved is that they don't know what science is."
Consolmagno's speech explained where religion comes into play with science and why it
doesn't separate from the field, which is a subject that seems wholly dissimilar.
"Science is God's way of playing with us:' he
said, adding that the universe is filled with puzzles for scientists to find.
Consolmagno explained that human nature
is what allows religion to intersect with science.
"That desire to f";md truth and reason is religion," he said. ''Whatever motivates you to get
up in the morning: That's your religion."
His presentation addressed how all scientists are humans, and therefore prone to error.
He stressed that science is littered with
instances where scientists were wrong. According to Consolmagno, who has also worked at
Harvard, MIT and for the Peace Corps in
Kenya, this is a good thing.
''You have to admit that you don't know it
all," Consolmagno said. "The most important
thing a scientist can say is 'I don't know.' Otherwise, you wouldn't bother trying to find out:'
Daniel Britt, a UCF physics professor and
friend to Consolmagno, said Consolmagno's calling is "to
do world-class scicut-

issues:·
"His side job, essentially, is to show us how
to do that world-class science under a religious
setting," said Britt, who has published dozens of
scientific papers with Consolmagno.
Consolmagno also explained how important
elegance is to both science and religion. In science, he said, theories are often determined by
their aesthetic; appeal.
·
"It takes time, experience and training to
learn what elegance looks like," Consolmagno
said. "It is like a compass that tells you which
theory to go with. It depends all on the scientist"
In addition to the students and professors in
the audience, other members of the community came to see the author and former guest of
The Colbert Report.
"It just sounded interesting;' said local resident Jon Phipps, a self-described "lapsed
Catholic."
Other audience members came from local
·
churches.
Consolmagno summed up his presentation
with the distinctions between science and religion and highlighted why the two need to mix
together.
"In science, we are dealing with humanmade theories," he said. "They are only
approaching truth because no human-made
theory can be perfect. Religion is perfect, but it
lacks understanding. No religion has perfect
understanding:'
Consolmagno believes that the pursuit of
understanding is a worthwhile aspect to science and life. He described the pursuit as the
ability to look at the universe and accept it
because of God's existence.
''.Sometimes it takes time to recognize elegance," he said. "Symbols only have meaning
when they are understood."
For more information about Consolmagno's research and the Vatican Observatory, visit
www:vaticanobservatory.org.
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· LETUSKNOW
The Future is working to
compile information about
interesting and unique jobs
held by students for an article that will be published
this fall
If you feel that you or an
acquaintance have an interesting job, please contact
us. Include a first and last
name, major and year.
Please e-mail us at
News.CFF@gmail.con:i.

11825 High Tech Ave. Ste. 100
Orlando, FL 32817
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TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Generally sunny. High 87

MOSTLY
degrees.Winds NNW at 5mph to
SUNNY
10mph.
Tonight: Amostly clear sky. Low
High:87° 62 degrees.Winds Nat 5 mph to
Low:62°

Friday

High:87°

f -PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:62°

10mph.

Saturday

High:86°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:64°.
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One free copy of the Central Florida Future
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University discipline.
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_- Group aims fOr stars with sate]lite project FAITH DICKENS

.tion that is sponsored bythe
Air Force Research Labora' tory.
.
.
Tb¥i satellite, also called
Until Oct. 31, the UCF
group KnightSat II will be the KnightSat II, will help
accepting votes for its proj- reduce space junk that
ect idea in t:I:ie Pepsi Refresh orbits around the earth.
· According to NASA. more
Project competition.
. If they finish in one of than 19,000 inoperative,
the top two spol:s, they will manmade objects are orbit. receive a $250,000 grant to ing the Earth. Titls space
fund their idea.
. junk. or orbital debris, has
KnightSat II is team of collided with operating
engineering students who . satellites in the past, project
said they w:ould use the · manager Chris Valle said ,
"In 2007, the Chinese
grant to build a satellite.
The satellite design they are space agency launched a
developing will represeqt missile to destroy one of
UCF_ in the .University · their own weather satelNanpsatellite Program, a lites," group member Kevin
national satellite competi- . Schillo, said ''The satellite's
Contributing Writer

a

destruction produced several thousand pieces of
debris that will remain in
orbit for hundreds ofyears:•
According to Schillo,
satellites are only required
to de-orbit 25 years after
their mission is complete.
KnightSat II wants to shorten this time frame and keep
unnecessary satellites
outJof
.
space.
"Once in orbit, the
KnightSat II will deploy a·
gossamer•sail," Schillo said,
''which will dramatically
increase the aerodynamic
drag acting on the satellite:'
Project
manager
Michael ~erer expl,ain~
that a dead or dysfunctional

satellite could quickly deorbit to make room for new
ones.
Th~ design is almost
complete' and a model of
the satellite is being built for
UNP's final review in January, Valle said
.
KnightSat II will be competing against 10 other .
schools, including . the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and Cornell
University, for a chanc;e to
have
their . satellite
~unched
This is not the fust time
UCF has participated in the
UNP competition. '
, · In 2005 the first KnightSat team was part of -t he

what was the fourth UNP received some funding
com.petition, but the team from the UNP, they still do
not have enough financial
lost to Cornell.
Schillo is confident, · support to complete a
however, that the new team space-ready satellite.
will have better success.
·~ you can probably .
UCF's previous attempt, imagine," Schillo said,
."was nowhere near as suc- "building a satellite is not
cessful as we have been ·so cheap."
With Pepsi's grant, the
far;' he said ·
''There is much interest group could cover all the
in our satellite due to its satellite's expenses. If their
practical application in the_ design is not chosen by the
space industry,"· Pfisterer UNP, the grant might even
said At a recent conference allow them to fund their
on small_satellites that they own satellite launch.
You can vote for Knightattended, reviewers were
impressed with 'the pro- Sat II's idea once per day on
ject's idea and liked the sim- the Pepsi Refresh Project's
plicity of the sail, Valle said website at www.refreshevAlthough _KnightSat II erything.com/knightsat2.

New oil siphon would take Only weeks to be.in~
· HAR~Y R. WEBER ,
Assoriated Press

.

.

..

.

.

'

... '

'

.

.

·

TAMPA -'- Tiie senior
manager of a projet:_t to
build a more efficient system to co~tain oil in deep .
water said Wednesday
.that once built and tested,
the cap-and-siphon con'could
be
.traptio'n
deployed and in use with- ,
in weeks of a future well
blowout.
Exxon Mobil's Lloyd
Guillory sai.d he is confi·
dent the never-beforeattempted effort will be
successful. He said the $1.
billion system that isn't
,expected to be ready for
use until early 2012 will be
adaptable to different
blowout scenarios.
Guillory . told The
Associated Press.during a
break in a major oil spill
conference in Florida that
prevention is the real
answer for the industry.
He said if prevention is · Six months after the April 20 Deepwater Horizon explosion, the environment and economy of the entire northern Gulf of Mexko region remain in state of ~ncertainty.
done right, the system
would never have to be hooked up to vessels on soaked
Plaquemines congratulated the Coast · asserted, there was very litused '
the surface.
·
Parish, La., and a frequent Guard and urg~d people to . tle impact there from the
"The · system' will
The two-day Clean critic ofBP's and the gov- visit his state because, he spill. A Coast Guard official
:work," Guillory ·said. "It Gulf conference at a con- einment's response to the
will be purpose built and vention center in Tampa Gulf of Mexico spill, said
tested:'
was billed as a look at les- he was leaving town
Exxon Mobil Corp. is sons learned from the · ·before the· second day of
lea9ing a cqalition of oil April .?O Deepwater Hori- ~ssions~
companies biillding the . zon explosion and result~.
"I fear we won't see
one-of-a-kind ,. system ing oil spill, and an analy- anything changed," he
designed to contain an oil sis .·of solutions for the , told'the AP before he left. .
leak in up to 10,000 feet of future: In attendance
Wednesday's ope~g
water - twice the depth · we're top officials from. session began with the
, of the BP blowout. BP has every Gulf state, the U.S. indµstry sponsors joined the ,project .a nd government,' and the ·o il which included BP and
agreed to submit the and gas industry.
other major oil compa- ·
equipment it used to
Some local officials nies - presenting coneventually kill its runaway and seafood wholesalers gratulatory plaques · to
well.
in Louisiana complained · several Gulf states and the
1
Drawings of_ the pro- .that the . industry-span- U.S. · Coast Guard. Hunposed system show a cap · soreq. · conference was dreds of people clapped.
and a series of undersea short on concrete ways to ·
A panelist from Texas ·
devices including handle future disasters · then thanked BP for step. cables, a riser, a manifold and long on self-congratu~ ping up and doing a good
and a piece of equipment lation and criticism of the · job in the Gulf spill
that·would pump disper- media. Billy Nungesser, .response. A Mississippi
sant. Lines would be the president of oil- official on the panel also
Danielle Acevedo

. ;I

J

a

told those -gathered it is
important to never forget
your successes.

_Alpha XLDel

Wou(d fike to con3ri
tHeir new& initia
New Member Cla·~s

Mackenzie Allen
.Alexa Armstrong
Althea Beaton
Katie Bedding.field
Jessica Brito
Caroline Castille
Gabby Cautero .
Karson Cobb
Kelsey Cohen
Stephanie Cohen
Taylor Curry ·
1
Hannah Dantzler :
Andrea de la Camara
Brjtney Dove
Ashley English
, Mila Fletcher ·
Christine Foucault
·Katie Fusaro
·Anna Gialaboukis
Caitlin Gilmurray
Ali Hardenburgh
Hannah Harkins
· Kaitlin Hopkins

•
•
•
•

I

Julia Hug ·
Rowdi Hutchinso
. Lexi Kay •
Cassie Klusmeyer .
Katie Krause
Julia Lyons
Michelle Malay
Zoe Markowitz
Markie McDermott · · · @
Julia Mergens (> -----(
. Marissa Middleton
Heather Moody
-Kelsey Moreno
E'mily Morrin-Howard
Jessica Nixholm
Kristyn Oramas
Alex Peele
Lauren Rhine
Amber Sheppsrd .
Amanda Sloan
Lauren Small
Ashley Tierney
..,
Lindsey Tyson .
Barbara Ungarten
Cristina Villalba
Arrana Voyer
Katie Whiteleather
.

'
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I
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Jewish community celebrates With ceremony
A1

dent at UCF.
experience,"
Boxman
Students ranging in said. "It's special to see it,
canopy used mostly in clothing styles, from jeans · to be .the first to witness
Jewish weddings, a scribe and flip-flops to tradition- it."
wrote the final letter-of al long skirts for women
It is considered a Mitzthe 304,805 letters hand- and yarmulke, or religious vah, or commandmeQ.t, to
written in the Torah. As skullcap. for men, flooded write a letter in the Toral;i.
the room all chanted the ballroom to witness
Among those who
"amen," everyone clapped the scribe finishing the wrote in it were students,
and shouted.
Torah and its dedication.
community
members,
According to Lipskier,
Fol'. $5, students could · rabbis, honored guests,
Chabad's Torah dedica- buy a letter.
student representatives of ·
tion ceremony was the .
Talia Boxman, a junior Chabad and Hillel Jewish
.biggest Jewish . event at health sciences major, student groups, the UCF
UCF.
was one of .the approxi- Student
Goverrtment
The handwritten scroll mately 150 people who Association, who helped
will be housed off-campus bought a letter and got to fund the scroll, and memin Chabad's building in witness the scribe careful- bers. of Alpha Epsilon Pi
Oviedo located about four ly wtjte the Hebrew letter and ,Alpha Epsilon Phi,
miles from the UCF's "teit" on the Torah's UCF's · Jewish fraternity
main campus, but can be parchment.
and sorority, respectively.
. used by any Jewish stu"It was a very cool
Matt Smith, a member .
FROM

of AEPi, was able to witness his letter being written.
''You don't realize how
delicate it is until you go
up,".Smith, a senior political science major, said. "I
don't kilow if I would
have the patience."
As it is hand written
with a quill, the Tor,ah
took about six to eight
months to write.
After the final leti;er is
written with a delicate
white feaJher .and the
black ink dried, it was

LML:BASIC
The word"Torah"is atricky one, because it can mean different things in different contexts. In its rf10st limited sense,
''Torah" refers to the Rve BooRs of Moses: Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy. But the word"torah"
can also be used to refer to the entire Jewish bible (the body of scripture known to non-Jews as the Old Testament
and to Jews as theTanakh ~rWritten Torah), or in its broadest sense,to the whole body of Jewish law and teachings.
WRITTEN TO~H

-.

,

.

To Jews, there is no"Old Testament."The boo!<s that Christians call the New Testament are not part.ofJewish scripture.
The so-called Old Testament is known to us as Written Torah or the Tanakh. ·
·
This is a list of the books of Written Torah, in the order in which.they appear in Jewish trans.lations, With the Hebrew
name ofthe bo<i~a translation ofthe Hebrew name (where it is not the same as the English nam!!),and English
names t>fthe books (where it is not the same as the Hebrew name).The Hebrew na'mes of the first five books are
derived from the-first few words of the book.The text ofeach book is more or less the same in Jewish translations as
what you see in Christian bibles,although there are some occasional, slight differences in the num!>ering ofverses
and there are some significant differences in the translations.
·
TORAH SCROLLS
The scriptures that we use in services are written on parchment scrolls.They are always hand-written, in attractive
Hebrew calligraphywith"crowns" (crows-foot-like marks coming up from the upper ~ints) on many of the letters.
·· This style ofwriting is known as STA''M (an abbreviatiol) for''SifreiTorah, Tefillin and Mezuzot," which is where you will
: see that style of writing). For more inforr,ation ~bout the STA''M alphabet, including illustrations and relevant rules.
•

t

-

JUDAISM 101,WWWJEWFAQ.ORG '

,.

ln·d ependents. for
•'

'

·1 111.p~rato/Beh~
t

·2010 .:

Honor,·integrity, experience.

Be First Florida!
. . Dr. Daniel Imperato Fr. KM. S.S.P. GM+OB has thirtythree years of experience in global business planning
consulting for many global corporations. H~ is a Papal
Kntght, a former board member for the African Center
Foundation, a United'Nations NGO, a~d the found~r of
· lmperiali Organization.
,,,
He is a former 2008 Independent presidential candidate.
www.draftim.perato.com. • 561.317·.3210 ·

dance, the dancing continued and a buffet dinner
was·served.
Even people from out·side the .U CF community
came to witness the event.
Lipskier's family came
all the way from Pennsylvania to be part of the
event, and UCF alumn11-s
Michael Marcus drove
three and a half hours
from Miami to be witness
the Torah's dedication.
"It's just something I
had to be a part of," Marcus said.

r
\

More·menu items added
FROM

TORAH

rolled up, lifted for every~
one to see, wrapped in a
purple velvet belt and a
matching .cover and
topped with a silver
crown.
After the Torah was
covered, men and women
performed. the hakafot
dance, which i:neans
"going around in circles,"
according to Chabad.or.g,
on s~parate sides of the
dance floor..
After a pause where a
prayer was read by the
many rabbis in atten- /

A1

four flavors ofharid-spun
milkshakes and will also
coincide with the limited
time only menu items as
well," operator consultant for license and loca~ ~
tion Henry Dixon said.
"We had' a soft opening
last Wednesday through
Friday, and saw a 200
percent . increase over
last year's numbers for
the same interval."
.Dixon owns a Chickfil-A franchise at the
Colonial Plaza Market
Center and is.often asked
,
.KENDALL BIERER / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
to travel to places such as In addition to remodeling the decor of the old restaurant, Chick-fil-A is also
universities and airports, offering stlidents more menu it.ems. ,
where the businesses are
lo'olfulg to enhance their outside of the building
"We had to figure out
productivity and need and think 'darn.it' when I · a way to keep the effire'membered that .it was ciency of Chick-fil-1'consultations.
. . · He helps with coordi- closed."
.
while working with a difnating the training, sysHines worked at a ferent system. We . are
terns and mark~ting:
Chick-fil-A in Tallahas~ still trying to work on it a
"We doubled the staff · see and said that she.can little bit- more to perfect
with the reopening, but never get enough of it.
· it," Dixon sai·d. "There
we were very fortunate
She loves being able are still a few more
to keep most of the old to· buy food from a cor- improvements· to . be
staff," Dixon' said. "The poration . she knows made."
The university is co:µstaff as a whole was very · respects their employees
dedicated to the expan- and only hires friendly sidering building an ·
sion and trained at my · people.
additional · deck to go
franchise downtown as a
"It is all abo:ut the along the side of the
way of ensuring their atmosphere," Hines said. . building to add more
readiness for the new ''You want to see friendly outdoor seating for the
menu items. and higher · faces and have· a com- customers.
Dixon is. also lodking
volume." ·
fortable environment.
Aramark
worked They outdid themselves for people interested in
closely with the Chick- with the renovations, it is " leadership positions to
fil-A Corporati9n to pro- very modern _and stylish, add to,the team.
mote_the reopening. ·
and ~e employ:ees were
"We had a lot of help
The. costs were mini- still very friendly, even from franchise owners
mal for UCF, and the· with the massive amount across the state of Floristudents were . able to of people, I think the da, three marketing
· enjoy a DJ and aspinning increase ih registers def-·. directors, 's tudents from
the Chick-fil-A.Universiwheel game with prizes · initely helped."
including UCF dining · The reopening was ty in, Atlanta who are
shirts to coupons for free delayed by about a week trained with store openfood, samples of the because of the desire to ings and numerous 0thmenu items, Frost said.
make everything as per- ers as a way of _m aking
"I was a bit anxious feet ~s possible, . Dixon the opening run
that · Chick-fil-A would · said.
·
smoothly as possible,"
never reopen," . senior
There are still a few · Dixon said.
elementary education technic~ issues with the
Chick-fil-A is open
systems, 'from 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
·major Alicia Hines said. computer
"I would.walk all the way because of the university Monday through Thursacross campus to pick up owning the restaurant day, 7:30 a.m. fo 5 p.m. on
some breakfast or lunch, and wantfog ' to keep Fridays, ~d is closed
and then I would stand . their own system.
Saturday and Sunday.
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Mini-games teach patients sober-living skills

11

FROM Al

I

house of any triggers that
may cause the player to
relapse and monitoring
their cravings meter, which
can cause them to relapse
even if they don't want to.
Each week for the first
eight weeks, and eventual-

ly daily, a group of21 recov- ·
ering alcoholics at the
VAMC played the game;
another group of 21 recovering alcoholics watched a
PowerPoint presentation
on relapse prevention.
For the next eight

I

a car, with little money
!llld, most importantly,
without passing by a liquor
·store.
·other
Illllll-games
involve ridding the player's

I

Studef!ts and spectators try to solve a murder mystery in the Key West Ballroom on Saturday.

REBECCA STRANG / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE
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.Whodunit, with costumes

I

FROM

'

Al
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landish guesses included
the undea:d wizard butler
who died from a sup- flying spaghetti monster,
posed heart attack, Colonel Mustard in the
which led to audience library with a wrench,
members questioning · and the Germans. ·
the various cast memSophomore cinema
hers about their where~ studies major Ilana Hack
abouts and roles in the was an audience member
wedding.
who videotaped the
As the evening wore whole event.
on, the· lights suddenly
"This is one of those
w ent out and ~other fun events that you want
bridesmaid was .discov- to put on your Facebook
·ered to be · murdered page," she said.
Since it was the first
from a stab to the heart. .
Then another brides- time Anime Spot organmaid was found in a ized a Murder Mystery
· bathroom stall.
Night without the help of
· When it was time to the forensics club, there
guess the identity of the was some .apprehension
killer, students made within the dub as to the
· their way back to their turn out and reaction of
tables to . write down the audience.
their version of what . Roberto Ramos, vice
.happened ·bas.eel~ on the · . president of the club and
clues they gathered a senior majoring in digithroughout the night.
tal design. said that some
It was then revealed differences of this event
that the murderer was compared to last year's
also a bridesmaid, who were that there was more
was jealous that the vie- interaction between cast
tims and Sail6r Moon members and the audihad their special some- ence, and it dealt more
ones and wanted them to with detective and inves~
suffer the way she had. · tigation skills, instead of
Out of the 120 guests, forensic sciences, such as
four individuals and a dusting for fingerprints.
. group table collaboration
''It was a lot b etter
correctly . guessed ~he than expected," Ramos
killer.
said about the event as a
· Some of the more out- whoie.
'

According to · Diana
Galvin, a junior journalism major and the presi. dent of Anime Spot, this
occasion was one of the
biggest events that
Anime Spot has put
together.
"This is a new high for
this group and we only
hope to build on this,"
· said Jordari Cina, treasrir- ·
er and a senior economics major.
Since becoming president, Galvin has changed
the format of the club, as
well as generating more
events.
"The club is now
more social and grouporiented,.which has been
very successful," Cina
said.
· During Anime Spot
meetings, members are·
introduced to ·new animes and have topic discussions.
They are also given a
chance to attend MegaCon, which is a large
convention that is h eld
for the comic book, sci-fl,
amine, fantasy
gaming community.
Anime Spot has more
events planned for 'the
future that . consists of
Whose Line is it Anime, a
· costume party, a video
game night and more.
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'
weeks, the participants task-specific self-efficacy
were followed to measure scale.
how well the game helped
The researchers found
them. According to Ver- that after eight weeks, the
duin, there were no demo- group that played the
graphic
differences video game felt much
between the groups. Arid more confident than those
neither of the groups who ·watched the Powershowed significant signs of Point presentation.
relapse.·
"We found they (the
"There were no differ- players) showed more conences
[between
the fidence at the eight-week
groups] in rate of relapse;' period than at the 16-week
said Steve LaRowe, a staff period;' LaRowe said. "So
psychologist at the VAMC you might argue that the
_: CLINT BOWERS
and pr?ject coor~tor for game helped them achieve
CO-INVESTIGATOROF STUDY
Guardian Angel.,"But part self-efficacy sooner."
·
of that could be that the
"It seems that patients
people are in structure(\ not oply enjoy the game,
living."
but that playing it helps about using it to teach med
"Over three quartets of them feel more confident students about addiction,"
[those tested] live VAsup- with the ability to avoid she said.
ported housing. If they relapse, which is great ,"
Since Verduin has been
·drink, they get kicked out," said Clint Bowers, co- . named associate dean of
inv~stigator of the study.
Verduin said.
student affairs in the sumAlthough the · Power- mer, she said she my iiot
"However, we did take a
lot of measures," LaRowe Point group eventually continue working on the
said. "One measure we caught up to the video game hersel£ But Bowers
took was how much they game group in terms of said that he plans to conhave ·the urge to drink."
confidence, both groups tinue working on it.
Drinking compulsion is dipped in confidence lev"We're continuing to "
measured on the obses- els by the end of the 16 study the gam~ and to loolc
r
sive-compulsive drinking weeks.
for .funding to expand it,"
scale, or the OCDS.
_ LaRowe said that it's Bowers said. .!'We're getAccording to LaRowe, · common for pebple to gain ting ready to try it with the
·the urge to drink has been confidence while ih treat- patients at the Center for
found in other studies to be ment and then lose it after Drug-Free Living in Downa· link to relapse. The leaving, and it has been town Orlando."
. OCDS in this study found sh.own before · in other
·LaRowe, like Verduin,
no link to relapse in either studies.
would also like to see this
group.
Now that this study is game's audience expand"We . found a greater over, both LaRowe and ed. He said he'd like to iµ;e
reduction in thoughts to . Verduin have ideas new . this game to address
us.e in the eight-week peri- ideas
the game.
cocaine use, particularly
od," he said.'!It'll still have the mini- crack, and explore 12-step
According to Verduin, game idea, but [LaRowe] programs.
the OCDS measures three does want to tweak some
"What I would prefer to
factors: the resistance con- -things and make it more do is improve the game,
trol, obsessive thoughts realistic," Verduin said.
add a f~ more tasks, m~e
about drinking and how
"Its OK for people new · it applicable for drug use,
those thoughts interfere to computers, but for the not just alcohol, and go for
with daily life. Verduin said 26-year-old who is familiar. another round of testing,"
they · saw vast improve..: with computers, the game LaRowesaid
nients in each category in is a little cp.eesy," LaRowe
The Robert Wood ,John- ·
those who played the said. ·
son ' Foundation, which
Verduin also said she · awarded the researchers a
game.
·Another factor · meas- would love to develop this $200,000 grant for the
ured was whether the play- type of game for other top- study in 2008 through its
ers felt they could be suc- ics such as smoking and . Health Games Research
cessful in the real world weight loss, if she could program, will be aw.Jding
after playing · the game, secure the funding.
more funding in March
which is measured on the
"I also am thinking 201I.

'It seems that
patients not
only enjoy the
gam.e, but that
playing it helps
them feel more
confident.·

for

Yol:l deserve a factual look at .. ..
\.

The Ny-eh of "Sefflemen-es".
.

\

Are 1hey indeed 1he "roo1 cause" of Yiolence in 1he Niddle Easff
One of the enduring myths about the Arab-Israeli conflict is that the "settlements" in Judea/Samaria (often
called the "West Bank") are the sourc~ of the conflict between the Jews and the so-called !'Palestinians." If that
problem were solved-in other words, if Israel would turn Judea/Samaria, over to the "Palestinians"-peace
· would prevail and the century-old conflict would be ended.
·

Wha1 are the facts1

is now Israel (including the "West Bank") and what is
Erroneous Assumptions: Various fallacies and
now the Kingdom of Jordan- as the homeland for
erroneous assumption~ underlie that belief, so often
the Jewish people. In 1922, the League of Nations
repeated that even those who are friendly to Israel,
ratified the Balfour Declaration and designated
even many Jews in Israel and iri the United States, -. Britain as the mandatory power. Regrettably; Britain,
have come to accept it. Our government, generally
for its own imperial reasons and purposes, separated
friendly to and supportive of Israel, has bought into · 76 percent of the land-tliat lying beyond the Jordan
the myth of the "settlements;" it has regularly and
River- to create the kingdom of Trans-Jordan (now
insistently requested that the - - - - - - - - - - - - - Jordan) and made it
"settlemerits" be abandoned
"Here is a thought: How about a inaccessible to Jews. In I 947,
and, one supposes, be turned . deal by which the.'~ettlements' were tired of the constant
over lock, stock, and barrel to 'indeed abandoned, all the Jews were bloodletting . between Arabs '
those who are sworn to destroy to move to 'Israel proper' an,d all the and Jews, the British threw in
Israel.
the towel and· abandoned the
The very designation of the
Arabs living in Israel would be
Mandate. The UN took over. It
Jewish . inhabitants
of transferred to Judea/Samaria or to devised a plan by which the .
Judea/Samaria as "settlers" is wherever else they wanted to go."
land west of the Jordan River
'inappropriate, because it
would be split between the
connotes something foreign, intrusive and
Jews ·and the Arabs. The Jews, though with heavy
temporary, something that is ·purposefully and
heart, accepted the plan. The Arabs virulently
maliciously imposed. But that is nonsense of course.
rejected it and invaded the nascent Jewish state with
Why would the quarter-million Jews who live in 'the ·armies of five countries, so as to destroy it at its
Judea/Samaria be any more "intrusive" or any more
birth. Miraculously, the Jews prevailed and ·the State
"illegal" than the more than one million Arabs who
of Israel was born. When the smoke of battle cleared,'
live in peace in what is called "Israel proper" or west
Jordan was in possession of the West Bank and Egypt
of the so-called "green line"? Nobody considers their .. in possession of Gaza. They were the "occupiers" and.
presence as intrusive; nobody talks of them as an
they proceeded to kill many Jews and to drive out the
obsl:llcle to peace.
rest. They systematically destroyed all Jewish holy
Most of us, regrettably perhaps, are too worldly and
places and all vestiges of Jewish presence. The area
too "sophisticated" to _put much stock in the
was "judenrein."
,
argument that the territories in question, Judea and
In the Six-Day War of 1967, the Jews reconquered the
Samaria, are indeed the ancestral homeland of the ! territories. The concept that Jewish presence in
Jewish people, that they were promised by God to
Judea/Samaria is illegal and that the Jews are occupiers
Abraham and his seed in perpetuity. Jews have lived
is bizarre. It just has been repeated so often and with
in·that country without interrµption since Biblical
such vigor that many peopie have come to accept it.
times. There is no reason why they shouldn't live
How about the "Palestinians," whose patrimony
there now. Why should Judea/Samaria be the only this territory supposedly is and about whose olive
place in the world (except for such countries as Saudi
trees and orange groves we hear ·endlessly? There is
Arabia) where Jews cannot live?'
no such people. They are Arabs- the same people as
Legal Aspects: But how about the legal aspect of
in Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, and beyond. Most of them
this matter? Isn't the "West Bank" "occupied
migrated into the territories and to "Jsra~I proper," .
territory" and therefore the Jews have no right to be
attracted by Jewish prosperity and industry. The
there? But the historic reality is quite different. Very
concept of "Palestinians" as applied to Arabs and as a
briefly: The Ottoman Empire was the sovereign in the
distinct nationality urgently in need of their own
entire area. In 1917, while World War I was still
twenty-third Arab state, is a fairly new one; it was not
raging, Britain issued the Balfour Declaration. It
invented until after 1948, when tlie State of Israel was
designated "Palestine"-extending throughout what
founded.
But here's a thought: How about a deal by which the "settlements" were indeed abandoned and all the Jews were
to move to. "Israel proper." At the same time, all the Arabs living in Israel would be transferred to Judea/Samaria
or to wherever else they wanted to go. That would indeed make Judea/Samaria' ''iudenrein," <l!ld what are now
Arab lands in Jsrael wou)d be "arabrein." The Arabs could then live ·in a fully autonomous area in eastern Israel _
and peace, one would hope, would descend on the holy land.
·
'
This message has been published and paid for by

F-lAME

Facts and Logic About the Middle.East
P.O. Box 590359 • San Francisco, CA 94159

Gerardo Joffe, President

FLAME is a tax-exempt, noo-profit educational 501 (c)(3) 0<ganizatioo.
Its purpose is the research and publicatioo of the facts /lagarding
developmen1s in the Middle East and exposing false propaganda that
might harm the interests of thQ Un~ed States and ~sallies in that area of
the world. Your tax-deductible conlributioos are welcom~. They enable
us to pursue these goals and to publish these messages in national
newspapers and magazines. We have virtually no ovemead. Almost all
of our revenue pays for our educational work, for these clarifying
messages, and for related direct mall.
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To receive free FLAME updates, visit our website: www.factsandlogic.org
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NEW SCENE, NEW SEASON AS
MAGIC AIM TO BE TOP TEAM .

The season the Orlando Magic have
long waited for has arrived.
Their sparkling new arena is open.
The scar left by Shaq's departure has
healed. Anew Superman has taken
over.
The plan is in place.
'We havethe talent, the culture, the
attitude, the facilities. Everything w~ve
worked to have we have;' Magic
president of basketball operations Otis ·
,Smith said. "Now we need the title."
So the chase begins.
The new Amway Center aside,
- Orlando starts this season much the ·
same way it did the last two: with a
deep.and talented roster around AllStar center Dwight Howard and
expectations ofa championshi~ and
nothing else.
,
The Magic, winners ofthe last three
Southeast Division titles under coach
Stan Van Gundy, were well into the
luxury tax and had little wiggle room in
. free agency this summer. They return
an almost identical roster to the one
that had the NBA's second-best record
last season and are counting on · · ·
continuity to improve.
"I like our team the way it is and I've
liked it for some time;'Smith said. 'We
went into the offseason saying we were
·only going to make tweaks to the team
and that's what we did. We're just
'
trying to go that extra eighth of an ·
inch'.'.
So close.
Yet so far away.
Even with the talent and the
expectations that come it, the road'to ·
Orlando's elusive first championship has
more obstacles than·ever. LeBron J~mes
has partnered with Dwyane Wade and
Chris Bosh in Miami. Boston has gotten
bigger. The Lakers are still the two-time
defending champions.
The only difference in Orlando's
lineup this year is that starting small ·
forward Matt Barnes and reserve point
guard Anthony Johnson are gone,
replaced by Quentin Richardson and
· Chris Duhon. Howard, Vince Carter,
Rashard Lewis andJameerNelson are
still the anchors with a bench that can
go 14 players deep.
The Magic a~ only two seasons ·
removed from .an NBA finals
. appearance and out to redeem their
poor showing in the Eastern Conference
finals. They were bounced by Boston in
six games despite having home-court
advantage and sweeping through the
first two rounds ofthe playoffs, a
humbling exit that still stings.
· "Sometimes losing is the best thing
to happen to you:' Howard said. "It
wasn't good for us to get put out of the
playoffs the way that we did, but we .
learned a lot. We're going to use that to
make us a better team:'
· The Magic are relying heavily on
Howard - the NBA's twice reigning
defensive player ofthe year - to
.
· improve his offensive skills. He worked 1
with Hall ofFame center Hakeem
Olajuwon this summer to.develop a
mid-range game, has limited his
playful antics and come wit!) a more
serious app'roach.
Buti!ven Super.man needs sidekicks.
·1n the decisive playoff round last
season, Carter struggled mightily
against the Celtics, Lewis was shut
down and Orlando's deep bench all but
disappeared. Add the attention the
Heat's All-Star trio has received and the
Magic have all the motivation they
ni!ed.
'The attitudes are different. There
isn't as much joking around;' Nelson
said. "I think we Rind of matured over
the summer:'
•
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Defensive tackle John Gioffre and the Rice Owls celebrate their win In the Bayou Bucket Classic over the banged-up Houston Cougars 34-31 Saturday.

'With upset over Houston,
Rice not ·to be·underestimated
NICOLE SAAVEDRA
Football beat writer

. Rice might be 2-5, but UCF they watch the tape as well as
isn't taking Saturday's game the coaches do, and they see
against the Owls lightly.
that they made a lot of good
The 3:30 p.m. contest will plays and played extremely
·
.pit the Knights, fresh off a . well."
dominating win against rival
UCF's defensl:i, ranked in
Marshall, against the Owls (1-2 the topCJ.O nationally in passing
in C-USA), who topped Hous- efficiency defense, total
defense,· scoring defense ,and
ton 34-31 last week.
"Obvfously, Rice beat.jng passing defense, will have to
Houston ... was legit, _Ind contain
Michigan-transfer
watching the tape on it, I thinlc Sam McGuffie. The versatile
they went out and ran the ball player and YouTube superstar
against [the Cougars]. [Rice] has racked up 399 rushing
played a great game in all yards and two touchdowns
phases - offense, defense and this season, along with 254
·the kicking garnet," head coach receiving yards and one touchGeorge O'Leary said. "Our down through the air.
players are aware of that, and
They'll also look to keep

HARVEY OUT FOR SEASON? DECISION LOOMS
Running back Brynn Harvey, who has
-100-percent strength, Harvey will be
eligible for a medical red5hirt, which t
missed every game so far this season
after suffering an ACL tear in the spring, , gives him another year of NCAA
is on the verge of receiving a medical
eligibility.
redshirt, head coach George O'Leary said
Tuesday.
The All-{onference RB rushed for 1,109
yards and 14 touchdowns in his 2009
sophomore campajgn.The Largo High
O'Leary said that'his staff will detennine
•this week whether the junior RB will be
School product has been replaced this
able to play at any point this season. If
season by the trio ofJonathan Davis,
the staffthinks he's not able to play at
Ronnie Weaver and Latavius Murray.

quarterback Nick Fanuzzi' in
check. He threw for 206 yards
and three touchdowns against
· ,-.
Houston.
The Owls have been successful at protecting the football; they've gone two consecutive weeks without a
turnover. The Knights (4-2, 2-0 '
in C-USA) have· forced just
eight turnovers this season.

.I

C'They're a relentless team,
and they don't quit," tight end ,
•Adam Nissley said. "... Their
r~cord doesn't show what kind
of football team they are.... So,
like I said, we're not going to
take them lightly."
Offensively, the Knights
will, once again, be making an
PLEASE SEE

ACL ON AB

Baseball

Three~ttay·series a fall showcase
CARSON INGLE .

This week's· annual
Black and Gold World
Series marks the first
Year Three of a head· • major showcase for the
coach's tenure is often Knights, running from
considered the defining Wednesday through Friseason. By that time, day. Wednesday and
coaches are able rally . Thursday's scrimmages·
boosters and athletic are slated fot 3:30 p.m.,
department
officials with the series culminataround their mission and · ing with a 6:30 p.m. start
·
get their ideal petsonnel on Friday.
together, on and off the
While the series pro~
vides a great chance for
field.
There is no exception fans to evaluate the roster,
to this when it comes to the coaching staffwill also
UCF b;iseball under Terry be looking for a few
Rooney. With improve- answers to lingering conments on the way to Jay cems in the three-day fall
Berg~an .Field and con- practice wrap-up.
secutive top-20 recruiting
"Fall ball overall is
classes in place, the time designed for two things,"
for a leap in the program is
(ff ARCHIVE
now.
PLEASE SEE ROONEY ON A9 · During their annual Black and Gold World Series, the Knights will be testing theirnew players as they gear up for 2011.'
Staff Writer
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.Weekeµd split keeps UCF at .SOO for-year
SEAN SIMON

Led by libero Meredith
Murphy's 25 digs, Dani ·
Harrison
and
Roxy
The volleyball team Mendez · each followed
went 1-1 this weekend in suit with 18 and 13, respecnail-biting Conference tively, a career-high for
US-A play to maintain its Mendez.
.500 record..
"This was a match'. that
The Knights playe~ 10 could have gone either .
hard~fought sets over two way, right down to the last
\ days of play on their road two points," head coach
trip. The pair of C-USA Todd Dagenais said in a
matches opened with a release. "I thought that
loss to defending regular- Southern Miss' experiseason champion South- ence really came through,
ern Miss on Friday night. , especially on some of the
Juniors Kristin Fisher biggest points of the
and Rachel Vukson led match.... Our effort and
· the offensive effort, with our energy were the highFisher going for a team- .est they have been all seahigh 22 kills and 11 digs for son, and I commend
her eighth double~double Southern Miss for matchof the season. ·
ing our effort, especially
Vukson had 54 assists, when it mattered the
14 digs and a career,-high . most."
seven total blocks in her
The Knights traveled
third double-double. Out- to New Orleans for a
side-hitter Evija Vtlde had mateh against the T~ane
14 kills and a block in her Gree11 Wave (5-15, 2-6) on
first match·coming off an Sunday and picked .up a
ankle injury, which side- . win. The second match of .
lined her for two weeks.
the weekend was no easiBlocking and defense er ' than the first, with a The Knights went 1-1 over the weekend with a loss at Southern Miss and a win to get back to .SOO at Tulane.
kept the Knights (10-10, 3- decisive fifth set needed
5 in C-USA) within range after a back-and-forth left no doubt _whether or percentage with 48 assists pace the defense. ·
of victor'y the entire · et:changes.
to complement her eight
Not to be forgotten, the
not we did."
match and was prevalent
· "We went into this
backcourt trio of Murphy,
Fisher brought the fire- digs and four kills. ·
all weekend.
match today knowing that power, hitting a matchRedsh4"t
freshman- Harrison and Mendez
Nichole Riedel tallied , it could be another match best 22 kills- fcir the second Anjelica · Crump and fused' ~to a ·dig machine,
' four blocks to accompany like what we had at South- time in two matches.
Riedel each contributed burrowing . 34 of the
her eight kills. Junior Sara ern Miss on Friday," DageSpreading the · ball 9n both sides of the ball. · Knights' _57 digs.
.
Rex also posted four nais said in'a release, "and ' around has been a key fac- Crump tallied nine kills. Fisher is currently
blocks herself.
the question that we'had tor in securing·victories and three blocks, while third in the conference in ·
The fighting was most to answer ourselves was if tlus season, and the Riedel smacked out seven kills and total points,. Vukdifficult in the backcourt we had the mental tough- ·Knights maintained that kills and ·five blocks to son is sixth in assists and
·
trenches, where all three ness to execute the skills form.
defensive specialists reg- when it mattered the
Vukson helped . the
istered double-digit digs. most. And I think that we offense to a .240 attack
Volleyball beat writer ,

.;

Murphy is eighth in digs.
The Knights return
home Friday for a similar
conference double-header weekend against UAB
(5-15, 2-6) and Memphis
(12-8, 3-5). The Blazers·sit
one spot ·below the
Knights in C-l:JSA competition, and the Tigers are
tied with UCF.

ACL t·ear sidelines· RoCal
FROM A7

Despite the ·em.erO'Leary said. "I · don't
want to get into a game . gence of freshman signaladjustment at quarter- now where my:1only con- caller Jeff Godfrey, the .
back. Junior QJ3 Rob Cal- ~ern is the seconq quar- Knights have shown they
abrese has been ruled out terback has,never played ate. sticking with a runfor the season with a torn for us. I want to get him based att~ck. Knight QJ3s
ACL be suffered against in the game ' and what ·have thrown just three
Marshall last week. L.D. we're calling and how touchdowns.
Crow, the transfer- from we're calling it, I think we
Ronnie Weaver leads
Stanford, will move into need to do that: I don't the team in rushing yards
the backup quarterback think you'll see him as (405) and · touchdowns
spot.
much as you probably (5), while freshman quar· Calabrese's injury did would have seen · Cal- terback Jeff Godfrey had
not occur on his touch- abrese -in the game, added four scores and 310
down run in the first swinging · the . quarter- yards on the ground;
quarter, but rather w,hen backs a little bit, but
· Wide receivers Brian
he turned to ha:iid' the ball you'll see, him in the Watters, AJ.' Guyton and
to a referee .after the game." ·
Quincy McDuffie have
score.
Rice's pass· efficiency each caught touchdowns.
"My instructions to defense ranks 11th in CThe Knights have a 2-1
Charlie [Taaffe] were to · USA, while their rushing advantage in the. series
· us~ · _b oth of them," defense ranks sixth.
against Rice.
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Rooney searching to replace departed stars
FROM

A7

new arms lowered the a pair of those guys being 'Tulane.
team ERA almost a run somewhere in our rotaBoth pitchers split time
Rooney said. "No. 1 is to and a hal£ This year, eight tion."
between the starting rotaimplement our P.hiloso- of the 11 incoming recruits
All three pitchers were tion and the bullpen and it
phies in our system; No. 2 are pitchers, and the taken in this June's MLB remains to be seen if
is to evaluate our players. Knights look to find a new First-Year Player Draft. either lefty will find a set
The Black and Gold World . No. 1 starter after Owen Due to a heavy load of role.
· Series is the culmination Dew was drafted by the innings in .junior college
Rogers was the team's
of both of them. I'm really Cleveland Indians.
and this summer, Hanson top · closer, .registering
looking forward to seeing
Three of the new likely won't take the eight saves, but he als~
the guys compete as teams pitchers Iare especially in mound during the three drew three starting assignand then compete individ-- the rum,ing for weekend days, but expect Winkler merits. Throughout the
ually for potential spots."
starting duties. Junior col- and Lively to log iJ;mings.
fall, Rogers has been
Here are three- keys .t o lege transfers Ray Hanthrowing bullpen ·sessions
look for as fall ball con- son and Danny Winkler, What roles will Joe Rogers
focused_on improving his
~udes this week:
along with freshman Ben and Brian Adkins fill?
command. He has yet to ·
Tw..o Central Florida · pitch in a live scrimmage
Lively, are all pitchers
Who repla~es Chris Duffyand Rooney says have the tal- high school arms were this fall and probably
Shane Brown?
ent to be the best Knight injected into the program won't see action in the
Replacing the two- pitcher.
in 2010, and both ended up . series.
thirds of an outfield who
'M three of these guys playing large roles for the ·
Adkins started for the
put themselves in the should have an opportuni- 33-22 club. Joe Rogers Khights and won the final
annals of great players in ty to fill [Dew's spot],". earned his way onto the C- game in May last season
the program's history is iRooney said. "Those are USA All-Freshman team . against 'Tulane to perhaps
not an easy task.
three impact-type pitchers while Brian Adkins drew preview a larger role in
Shane Brown became for us, and I would antici- starts in big games against . 2011. Six of his 21 appearthe program's ninth All- pate a very good chance of _Florida,
Miami
and ances on the season were
American, hitting .428 in
his senior year. Chris
Duffy became the single. season and career home
run record holder at UCF
_RHP Jack Sterritt, sophomore
· and was a-fmalist for college baseball's most prestiRHP Danny Winkler, junior
- gious honor, the Golden
LHP
Brian
Ad.kins,
sophomore
- Spikes Award. ..
Defensively,
expect
LHP Trevor Berry, freshman
catchers Ryan Breen and
RHP Alex Besaw, senior
Chris Taladay to possibly
CRyan Breen, sophomore
get looks in the outfield.
RHP J.M. Blake~ senior
Also vying for outfield
OF Alex Friedrich, junior
time are returning junior
RHP Cha~e Bradford, senior
Alex Friedrich and junior
INF Jonathan Griffin, senior
RHP Bryan. Brown, junior
college transfer .Erik
INF Spencer Haynes, freshman
Hempe. .
.
. · lHP Nick Cicio, senior
Rooney knows that to
UTIL Erik Hempe, junior
get close· to equaling the
RHP Matt Collins, junior .
production on offense of
INF Michael Holmes, senior
RHP_Gte~g Cooke, freshman
the two graduated seniors,
INF Austin Johnson, sophomore
the Knights need to
LHP Jeff Dally, freshman ·
improve throughout the
· INF Derek Luciano, senior
RHP Brennan Dobbins, senior
lineup, but he isn't expectOF/INF Ronnie Richardson,
ing the world from the
RHP Roy·Hanson, junior
replacements.
sophomore
"You ca:n't expect two
RHP/INF DJ. Hicks, sophomore
new players to come in
INFTravis Shreve, junior
LHP Joe Rogers, sophomore_
and put those types of
INF Darnell Sweeney, sophomore
numbers up," Rooney said.
RHP Ben lively, freshman
"It's not going to happen."
C/INF C~ris Taladay, sophomore

starts, including several key
midweek games.
Rooney has high aspirations for the University High
School product going into
his sophomore season
"I am hoping that Brian
can be a starter for us,"

Rooney said. "I started Brian
last year the final game for a
reason. I w.anted him to end
the season on a high note. It
is my hope that Brian is one
of those pitchers that has
gotten better and shows a lot
of improveme~t."

Fall UCF baseball roster

Pitchers

Position players

.

'

Can new pitchers contribute?
Last year, the Knights '
· overhauled the pitching
staff, and the infusion of

LHP Chris Matulis, junior
LHP Mark Peterson, junior
LHP Johnny Sedlock, senior

_· Orlando
12219 University Blvd.

(407)282-4700 _

CBeau Taylor,junior
OF Kevin Vasquez, senior

Check-m with
··every time
you visit Silver Mine Subs;
The person with the most check-ins becomes the
Mayor of the ,Mine and wins Free Subs for a Year!
or

Scratch your free game card to win Free SUbs for a·Year
& Other Prizes! Visit SllverMineSubs.com for info

Text ' SUBS' to 50240 and
rnceivc a FREE small sub
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NICOLE STEPHENS
.

Contributing Writer

No race. religion. se~ or subject was left
out of the punch lines at Comedy Knight on
Tuesday.
- ·
..
,_ Headliner Ralphie May and opener
Kyle Grooms performed their routines in
front of a nearly packed UCF ,Arena. .
Both received standing ovation,s at the
end of their segments.
_
_
May, was on Comedy CeIJ,tral's first
~eason of Last Comic Standing, voted one
of Variety's 10 Comics to· Watch in 2008
and appeared in.the film 'fhe Best and the
Brightest, accordi.J,lg to his website.
Eddie Sanchez; a junior law and legal
studies major, said even though May didn't
win Last Comic, Standing, he thought he
was funny and was excited to see him perform on campus.'
May refers to biI,nselfas·"racially insensitive, culturally t,ontroversial and politically incorrect;' but students say that is
exactly what makes him funny.
"He was the most offensive raunchy
thing ever," said Kelsey Herrett, a junior
interpersonal communications .major.
·"But [he was] freaking hilarious."
May took subjects that were gross on
- their own and then brought them to the
next.level, which Herrett said normal people just don't go to.
·
·
Senior anthropology major Alex Shields
had heard of May ·before from his Comedy
Central performa:µces and his YouTube videos.
She didn't think he_was that funny on television
or online but hoped to be pleasantly surprised by
· his live act.
··
· "I think being in the atmosphere of a live show
will always be better than YouTube;' Shields said
May focused his jokes on his ;weight and racial
stereotypes. At the beginning, he let the spotlight
controller know that they wouldn't have to work
, very hard because it "ain't rio Dane Cook show,
and
. ,,[he wasn't] gonna ,be running around sweat..
mg.
Even th6ugh he targeted many ethnic groups
in his jokes, he brought the world into perspective by letting students know that they are all
fingers on the same hand, meaning people are
all humans even if one looks a little different
than another.
"I'm obese but not obtuse;' May said.
After telling jokes for an hour and a half,
which is double the time he. was anticipating, May had a brief question and answer
session with the audience. Students asked
questions that ranged from his favorite ,
sandwich to his view on marijuana laws.
He said that this performance was
without a doubt his best show of 2010.
May said he and Grooms have
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LMFAO, Luda bring party to UCF Arena

ATI

-

f.

JESSICA MARTIN

scattered throughout the
arena, Smith won a few
more with a cover of
Whether you were in Rehab's "Bartender (Sitting
line for seven hours or :at a bar)" and a countrystrolled in minutes before infused-'rendition of. Nirthe last act, the homecom- vana's "Come As You Are:'
ing concert was well worth
It was LMFAO, however,
the wait.
that stole the night.
Headlined by Ludacris,
In leopard-print pants
with accompanying per- and leather-studded jeans,
formances by LMFAO and the duo performed their
Corey Sxµith, there was ·club anthem "Shots," as
something for everyone on well as their hit "I'm in
Saturday. ·
Miami; Bitch," which they
Radio personalities Obie ' aptly changed to "I'm in
and Lil Shawn from Power · Orlando:•
95.3 served
the night's
Rappers/DJs . Redfoo
emcees while a DJ kept the and
SkyBlu
danced,
crowd entertained with an jumped, and ran all over the
arsenal o( mixes through- · stage keeping the crowd·
out the shows.
. not only engaged but also
The first artist to hit the ready to party. ·
stage was country singer
FanS' on the floor were
treated to a shower of
Corey Smith. ·
Hailing from rural Gear- champagne, Coronas and
gia, Smith has been in the vodka during nearly every
music busine~s for 10 years song as the boys demonas an artist whose lyrics strated the ·me,a nfug of
port;ray the fun parts about ''party rock." · ·
life 'with hanging out wi~
Throughout the night,
friends, great nights out an,d chants of ''We want Luda"
fainily.
could be heard ringing out
Partying and drinking from .the crowd,' and when
I
'
/ '
'
PHOTOSBYTINA RUSSELL / CElffRALFLORIDAFUTURE
served the main theme of · the main event finally came LMFAO, above left, was one of the opening acts for Ludacris, above right, during Concert Knight on Saturday at the UCF Arena. As one of the first events for homecoming
Smith's set with songs like onto the stage, Ludacris.did week, Concert Knight brought students and fans to the UCF Arena for a raucous show that lasted well into the night.
"$8 bottle of wine" and not disappoint. .
·. ·
~.
· ·
·
·
· · · .
''.Party" and "Drinkin'
He began his.set with a . a Fool." ''Area Codes" and ''real" . Ludacris fa~.
Oneofthemoreexciting longer than.an hour until
Again."
medley of a few of his most "Throw them Bpws."
. Ludacris made a point to points of his set was a per- deciding that he' would
. · While 'there were fans popular songs such as '½.q
In order to point out the 'pert:orm songs from the formance of ''What's Your keep going "until they kick
beginnings of his now 10-. Fantasy," which had the · us off the stage," which
year career as an artist like entire arena singing along.
elicited shouts from th e
"Rollout (My Business)"
As the ,t hird act, · crowd and led to a two--and~d "Mov:e:'
. Ludacris performed for a-half-hour set.
Variety Editor

as

('

as

.Comics push boundaries
'

.

.

'

.

rights.
"I don't have a punch
known each other for 12 line, these .a:re just my
years.
public service ann()unfe:
"It is really great·to see -ments:' he said.
·
· one of rny longtime
Both Grooms and May
frietlds for the first time ·· pushed the bound;uies
in several years," May with their routines while
said.
reminding · students of
' Gioorµs spread aware- • important life values. '
ness · on serious · issues .
"I thought they .were a
through his jokes. He . little inappropriate at
touched on politics, times;' sophomore micro
domestic violence,. eth- and molecular biology
nicity issues and animal major Deanna Schneider

. FROM

A10

'

..

.

~

said. Schneider had never
.seen either . comedia,n
before Tues\:lay: "But they
definitely made me
· laugh." .
As part of homecoming, Comedy Knight was
· funded by . the_ Student
Government Association
and was free for students
to attend. '
Homecoming T-shirts
_and buttons were . also '
handed out after the
doors opened.
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·Don't ban fads,
let them go Loko

I

.1I

.

'

I

fit's quick and easy,
The caffeine c:ontent of a
Four Loko is not listed on
then it must be good,
right?
the can, but it is one of the
four main ingredients listed_:
A new alcollolic energy
drink is gaining ~opularity,
Ramapo College in New
but many are worried about
Jersey has decided to ban
possible harmful effects and alcoholic energy drinks
one university has even
because of the potentially
gone as far as to ban the
dangerous' m,ixture and 23
binge drinking-related inci- ·
drink.
Four Loko - a drink that dents since the start of the '
has been referred to as
semester.
"legalized liquid cocaine" "Our students tell me it's
is a ready-made drink that
.like drinking 4 beers, a·can
comes in 1'rightly colored
of red bull and a large
.
23.5-ounce cans and is 12· •
espresso," the school's presipercent alcohol by volume.
dent, Peter Mercer, told
ABC. .
The drink has raised a
red flag because it combines
· We think th~ university is
caffeine with the same ·
making the wrong move.
amount of alcohol found in
Students of the legal drinkabout three beers, creating
ing age should be permitted
the feeling of being "wide ·
to drink whatever alcoholic
awake drunk."
beverage they like, and it is
-The combination of alco- their responsibility to eduhol and caffeine has been
cate themselves about what ·
known to have sorrie adverse they're putting in their bodside effects.
ies.
· The problem with comYes, the university also
bining the two ingredients
decided make its alcohol
- one a stimulant and the
policy stricter and·add more
other a depressaµt - is that · penalties; but Four Loko was
although yo'U will get drunk, entirely banned from camyou woµ't feel the effects in . pus.
the same way.
M for the wo,tld outside
You'll feel less intoxicated Ramapo College, the drink is·
than you actually are, which . still legal, although the Food
some researchers believe
and Drug Administration
may cause consumers to
has beeninvestigating the
binge drink and potentially
beverage since November.
· At this time, they are
cause them to engage in
ri~ky behavior.
unsure if alcohol and caf-·

..

'

1·

feine is a safe combination
for consumers, and they're
also concerned that Four
Loko and other alcoholic ·
energy drinks may be marketing to consumers
younger than 21.
Research is still under~
way, and the process to
potentially outlaw the drink
all together i;, supposed to
be a lengthy one.
Whether that day will
come is still up for debate,
but since the drink is legal,
no school should be able to
ban it specifically, a sentiment that is echoed by the
students.
"It isn'.t good. It's gonna
kill all the fun here," Omar
Alkhalili, a junior at Ramapo
College,·said of the ban "I
feel like people will hide it
more. Maybe they won't be
as inclined to tell people
their friends are sick, which
could be a bad .tlili;ig."
. Just like Silly Bandz or
'fwilight, the consumption
of alcoholic energy drinks is .
a fad, and like_ all fads, it will
eventually fade.
Until then, the university
shouldn't ban stud~nts of
age from engaging in a perfectly legal act, student~
·should instead take the time
to research the·product to
understand its effects and
make sure they're drinking
responsibly.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 wQrds; we may edit for lengtlt.Submit them online ·
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com ·or fax them to 407-447-4S56. Questions?
. Call 407-447-4558.
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NATE BEELER /THE WASHINGTON EXAMINER

Drug tests needed
for welfare recipients
'

"

who failed a drug test in
Every time I look at
either a state or federal
my paycheck and see the
drug treatment program.
huge chunk of money
that is taken out for taxes,
If they refuse initially, then
I think of the many ways I
they don't get benefits.
· could use the extra ·_
My_thoughts are: If .
money.
you want to use drugs,
·Maybe I could pay .
don't use my tax dollars' to
doit
·
down my credit cards,
take myself shopping or
There definitely needs
maybe even take a nice
to be a measure in place
AIJANAJOHNSON
trip.
to cut down on fraud in
Guest Columnist
To think that those
our welfare system.
.
same tax dollars could be
I have heard of too
·going tciward enabling welfare recipi- many instances where individuals
ents in maintaining their drug habits receiving government assistance
is infuriating.
don't work and spend their: days ·
Any misuse of public dollars infu- smoking marijuana and other drugs
riates me, but this especially.
· while their kids are at school
By no means am I saying everyI have even heard a story of a
one receiving welfare or unemploywoman who lets other.people use
ment benefits is using drugs. Howev- the card given to her for welfare hen~
er, there are enough individuals
efits in exchange for cash.
abusing the system to call for some
This is the kind of blatant disreconcern.
spect I'm hoping the government can
Sen Orrin Hatch from Utah,
begin to eliminate.
along with others,'is proposing that
Some think that drug testing will
those seeking unemployment arid ·
go against people's rights to privacy,
but I don't agree.
welfare 1:?enefits should undergo
Ifyou have nothing to hide, then
drug testing before being approved
for such benefits.
you have nothing to worry about
While this may ~eem somewhat
It is common practice for individintrusive, in this case, I am inclined · uals to ·get drug tested when applyto agree with the notion of drug test- ing for a job. Why not get drug tested
ing.
when applying for government funds
to pay your bills?
Hatch de.scn'bes this amendment
as way to help people get off of
Money received from welfare is
drugs and ensure that taxpayers' dol- supposed to be used to help sustain
·lars are not wasted
families in a time of need, not as a
,''Too many Americans are locked substitute for working.· into a life of dangerous dependency
Although it has yet to be seen
not only on drugs, but the federal
what the cost will be to drug test
those receiving welfare and unemassistance that serves to enable their
addiction," Hatch told CBS News.
pfoyment benefits, or send them to
drug counseling, I still agree with .
This proposal is one that would
be an amendment to a bill already
Hatch.
being considered regarding tax
Maybe new regulations regarding
breaks and social programs.
.drug testing will help distinguish .
According to a release from
those who truly need help frQm the
Hatch's office, the amendment
ones looking for a free ride on my
tax dollars.
·
would allow states to enroll those

a

Tips to cut down your
incessant Facebook use

.,
I'

!'
l

•
•

A Facebook profile: Most
description, directions, comcollege students have one.
ments and other check-ins)."
Talk about creepy.
Most of them check it daily.
Let's .face it, almost no one,
But too many of them break
the "rules" of this social netif anyone, is BFFs with every
working site.
person on their friends list.
Do you really want everyA CNN article titled "The
ultimate guide to proper faceone to know that at 2:47 p,m.
booking" makes some key
today you checked ih to Starpoints about the etiquette of
bucks in Waterford Lakes? I
managing one's social netJORDAN SWANSON sure wouldn't. My whereworking page.
Guest Columnist
abouts lll'e no one's .business
However, I feel that some
but my own.
important points were neglected in this
And for the friends who you do talk
story.
to on a regl.\].ar basis, do you really think
The article lists eight tips on how to
that they want to know your precise
keep your -Facebook page·fun and still
locations throughout the day? More than
likely, they don't.
appropriate for your family and co.
I advise those who want to keep their
workers to view.
Many great points are made, like
priva1:y and their friends to not use this
removing tags of offensive pictures of
application
Tip No. 2: Don't voice your anger
yourself, not adding strangers as friends
and not updating your status more than
with someone via Facebook.
once a day.
. Please do not try to make a statement
by posting your drama with someone on
Basic.ally, using common sense.
I want to add a little spin to this.
their wall or via your status.
It's indecent and does not make you·
The three extra tips that I have to
look as hard as you ~ it does.
offer are not just for keeping your page
Above all, it's just immature and
fun and appropriate, they are also for
annoying, and can sometimes persuade
being respectful of your friends s9 that
people to delete your friendship if it's
they aren't forced to click the "remove
· from friends" link on your page. Somesomething you do oftei;i.
Tip No. 3: Stop "liking" everything.
thing I'm tempted to do on a weekly
The "like" button is really being beatbasis.
en to death. And when some say this
Tip No. 1: Avoid Facebook Places.
button is for those who are too lazy to .
. This new application - Places for
short - is where you let your Facebook comment on someone else's status or
picture, I most definitely agree.
world know exactly where you are at a
It's no joke. Too many users are going
given time by using your smartphone or
PC to "check-in" to whatever place you . crazy on this easily clickable button, and
Lord help us if Facebook actually.
are visiting.
approves of a "dislike" butt9n
An online article from PCWorld
Try to be mindful of these tips the
states how the Places app works in a
next time.you access your facebook
piece titled "How to Use Facebook
page, or you could start to notice a
Places."
slight drop in your number of cyber
Once tapping on the Places icon on
friends that could possibly lead to
y;our smartphone or PC, "you can find
friend issues outside of the social netout more details about the places your
friends are,fhecking into (mao location. rorldng world.
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'Does the Ht!alth
Center proVide
adequate services?'
ELLEN MOORE

Accounting, senior

Civil env. engin~ring,'seniQr

''Yeah, I just came from there.
They didn't tell me where to
go, but other than that, the.y
were really informative."

"Yeah, I'veonly been afew
times\ but they have helped
me overcome sickness by giving me prescriptions." .

' JOHN CRITSER

Undeclared, freshman

"I've never been, but I would
use their services because it's
dose. My doctor is far from
here, so it's useful."

STEVEN BRIGHTON

Biology, senior

Interdisciplinary studies,junior

"l think they provide enough
services. You can get seen by a
doctor or aPA in a day'stime."

"I would say so. I've gotten sick
notes when needed and free
checkups.They do apretty

ZENITH LWIN
Biology, freshman

"Yes, and it's affordable for students, especially since a lot of
us don't have insurance."
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD
Online 24 hrs/day:

wwwKnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

SUBMISSION DEADLINES
Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

PAYMENT METHODS

CLASSIFICATIONS

VISA, MC, AMEX,

Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 am.-5p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Rate
100 Help Wanted: General
C
125 Help Wanted: Part-lime C
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: Full-Tone
Business Opportunities
ForRentHomes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

1m

100
i:l!Na&CDL-ActM91S. No
~ . no J)'Cttml Need
rrae 1rci'rg? We cm l'le4>. MJst
be Z3. (888)632-5230.
wwwJoilWilrals.cr,m

Traier Tnd<i'l' A5 It Sin.tl Be!
StlrTrar lSpCl tali., 1. I-one rrost
Weekerds. ClassACOL
~ Drivers. Excelent Pay,
Rx:ler F'n:gmi, Mechi, 401 k,
Paid 1-bk:lays & l.a:alion. ONner
~ - Cra:kruthebest
p<g. In the niJsby (OC0)416ffi12
www.staiba,sp..t1aoo11.cr,m
/>Cff\OW! New Pay lraeasel~43 qJ'Tl Excelent Benefits Need
COL-A & 3 rros recent OTR. (ff11'r
25&8782 www.rnefun1ruck.cr,m

THINK CHRISTMAS - START
NOW!OWNAREDHOT!
OClllAR, OClllAR PLUS,
MAILOOX OR DISCOUNT PARTY
STORE FROM $51,900
WORLDWIDE! 100% TURNKEY
CALL NOW (OC0)518-3004
WWW.DRSS4.COM

200
LCF ~ ~Cide22.5
balh 2 reserwd r:mrg sµJls,
1 yea- lease. $825 rent,~
sa::uity~ Cal 321-536-6430

Walaford Lakes:

Bar1ender Needed
8m~No~
Req.m. FfiPT. WI m.
Cal f\bw 877-405-1078 ext. 2ff7

lrdvdual LeasesAvai.
407-700-0768 909JffllS'.J@hatmai.CXJIT1
www.ForRenU'mU'.::F.cr,m

eARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day JX)lenlial. No
Elq:Jerierre l"Jece$ay. Traiirg
Pruvi::led. ~ 18 + OK
OC096&652J ext. 1(J7
AIRLINES ARE HIRING - Trail for
t'q1 ~AWllion Manena-ce
Ca'eer. FAA<ffloved µog;rn.
Fnarm aid Kcµiified-1-b.Erg
avai!ile. CALLA\iiam lnslilule
of Mai'lta1a= (800)314,3769

Cdcnal Lile seeks entrepeneuial
µufesooialwilhsales~

b beClJIT1e a Dislrx:t ~ -

1..ifeA-ieafth i::ense is ll:qied.
Si.bltnal eart-gs JX)lenlial.
Pieooe ~
rnered1h.trewer@a:Jbial'lfe.CXJIT1
or cal (904)424fi697

Drivers- FOOD TANKER
DRIVERS NEEDED OTR
~a~NOW!CDL-A
w/Tai<er REQ1J. OJ1stanrg
pay & Benefils! Cal a reauter
TODAY! (877}484rot2
www.oakleytrar,spatClll'n

Ptr D::g;JY Da')Cal8 jct> avail. I\AJst
1..a.13 Dogs. VetA<emel Exp. a
. ~ ! Localicns i, Q1arcb clld
&non:lwww.~.net
emal rest.me ID
J o b s @ ~.net

Tv.o fbuses for Rent by ONner
3/212. Off Lhvel5ily cm &.n1ree
EM. Screened paoo, al tie fbcx's,
~tars, fenood, $11a:J.mJnth
422 off of Dean Rd cm 408. Al .
tie floors, fenood, c:x:raa paoo
$1200\mnh 407-697-9376
Spa:ixJs LCF Area I-one 3 becV
1.5 balh il bea.itiftj Bomevie.
Wilt'tl walldrg ciS1lme b LCF.
$!mmo. 386-795-1561

For Rent 1txilf oo aµ. Avabn Park
~ al u1iities irdu:led.
FtJ~. W/0, Wakinck:Jset
CalTra::y 407-484-7978

lmll

ROOMMATES

Rooms avliL fer senior or

graduate student In irnnlllWIIE
Y.2 home 111!11' UCF. $40Mno. + 1/3
utlL No pels please. Avail asap.
Cell 407-7mo098.
Room tJr Rent wi1h fast
broa:m-d, W/0, al ui rd,
$400tnon. Nea- the corra of
Colorial cm DEa-1 Rd.
Gall l..da 407-923-9186
F'enale Roonmale Needed!
1 Room In 3 becroom house
Quiet house, Great Sludy

Fels are concitional
~7733

Merchie's Frozen Yogurt
is rem tii'9 for ils WnlEr Pal<
\/lage kx:ala1 opemJ i,
Cxi:Jta: E-mai rest.me clld
day,rq,t avaialii\y1D
• wi'ltElpa1<rome@mermes.cr,m.
www~oom.

Clid are+ lg1t tnJse 'MJl'kfor
1Qiog1, 8}0boy,2)Ql:xlyil

\tVr1er Parl<. Exp + ref. req. Emal
lettero f ~
avai b RonaDesigl@cfl.rr.cr,m

S11.JDENT1"A.YOUTS.COM
Paid SU'Vey Takers Needed In

Orllndo.100"/oFREEto.join.
aJck on SUrve>Js.

Make Extra M:rey! Get Paid b
Shq:l 01-l..ne. Stretch Yar
Bt.dget. Saw$$$. Get eas,
Ba::k cm 8m Comnisoons.
www.BeslFREEmal.cr,m

.

SPONSOR!

Room for rent i1 3,2 txlme in
A<;ti-gm P11k. New clld dea1. 5
rri-s from LCF. Ql.iel ain:mntY,
a\00 traffl:;. ~ illErra,
wre1ess, cm J)'EITi.m cale.
$49:>tnouiird.
Cal 407-373.,'3785

325 ForSale:Automotive
350 For Sale: General

C
B
B
B

375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Announcements

A

700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

A
B

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE
RECEIVE $1000 GRCX::ERY
COUPON UNIT'ED BREAST
CANCER FOUNDATION Free

CATTlE FEED: CPM S4)Elr.P is a
baed, CX'J'T-pe!efea:i GlBlr1leed
rutrfulardwaj'll 14%

oflicialy relS9Ci
www.~.Clll'Tl

Learn 1-b,v 1o Hack
0..- eltt:a hcm"g rouse is
desigled b prtMle a fasttia:k.
herds on leaTrg expE'fierre.
Ths axelerated dass
vaocus l..rM:ll'Sal ~
1Elctriq.Jes, clld bds used by
maioous clld ~ hat ta::kers.

oo:resses

www.hJwloha::kdass.cr,m

CASH NOW! Get cash for~
strudlJed setUema1t or a-n.i!y
paymenls.1-igh pi¥JUS. Gall J.G.
WertY.ath. 1-866-SETll..EMENT
(1-866-738-8536). RaledA+ by
the Beller atSiless &real.

www.5hop(aWireless.net

B

A
B
B

·s

B

Rate A

RateB

Rate(

$9
$6

$J3

$}9

$9

$J3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

suldolku

7
5

~ BreastCarairnb

Deoomber Graduates-~

A
A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

ANNOUNCEMENTS

www.lild.il1o FREETCJ'M"9, Tax
Deci.di:Jle, Non-Rlfi1€1S
~ (888)468-6964.

per&)! alzed goo.Ja1ion

B

600 Traver

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
AMERICAN IMMIGRATION
SERVICES
(386)586-6985

Con-4>are-Upgrade..Purchase..
Check out 1he top 10 phones,
and trade in )'Ol'old eel
phones for cash!!

Graduale Sludenls Preferred
Localed Next 1D UCF

Corrp.Jer Wiz-Moo<elirg b on
ca,-µ.s clld 01arlJ a!He1es.
$15perh: PTattxlme.
ar1h.Jsrrird@ya-oo.cr,m

STUDENTS
Get1heGREENCARD!!
NO IIWESTh1ENTS!NO

Saw$$$

Lagewaafronth:rnes& \:7Mtlllnes
3, 4 & 5 txtm $1,215 & ~ - Y<ld !rd.

Heat &At JOBS- Reooyb v.ak?
3 week axeleraled µog;rn.
Hcr'ds on aMllM'l8i.
NatiJnMje certifK::a1ions clld l..oca
..kJb Pla:ement~!
(877)994-9004

ATTENTION:FOREK3N

RATES
Rate

hrinun i;mei1.
Cal (478)3744667 or\1Sit
www.agd.rielcorrpancr,m
AGDaielCo.

© Puzzles by Pappocom

3 1 9
8
6 8
4
9
3
5

6

1

2

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

6

6 8
4
7 1 3

2
9

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Qawfoo:I Co., GA

85 AC - $1,125/AC lJkx:lha1d1ee
Creek, l)cl1led ~. ~ !000,
JX)W€f. Other trcds avaiale.
~ c r , m (478)987-9700
St Rajs Paper Co.
Mva1iseilCNel'100~
1IYoaj'ru Fbricla Adver1isrg

Nell\Uksol Fbm, Pt.tusb
'MJl'ktJrYou! (800)742-1373
www.floficladassifi.cr,m.
BUILDlt\G SAl£..."ROCK

BOTTOM PRICESr 25x30 $4577.
30x40 ~ - 32xOO $10,0CO.
32xOO $16,900. 35xOO $12,990.
40x70 $13,500. 40x100 $23,0CO.
.46x140 $35,8'.Xl. OTHERS. Erds

oi:funa. PoneaMANUFACTURERS DIRECT
(OCO)ffiS-5422
$$$ACCESS LAWSUIT CASH
NOW!!! $$$As seen on 1V $$$
'*1Y l..awSl.it ~ ? Need
$500,$500,000twithi'l 48hs?
Low raesAPPLY NOW BY
PHONE! Call Tcdayl Toi-Free:
(OC0)568-8321www~.cr,m

1m

MISCELLANEOUS

S1ora3e Unit Sale!!!
l..a::kw:xJd Smge il C>.lie:b on
Saluday, O::ttier Z3rd from 8a'n
-1~. FIim.re rdJ::rg sofa,
bErlocm cressers, t:ig saeen iv
Mmllmerus t-oJseh:ti items
std1 as li1ens, ~ ware,
tnJse deror, lxlol<s, waj1l
berch, weiglls, ronstru:tion bols,
cm rru:h rrore. Al items il geat
Clll'rltiJn. Everyttrg must sel.

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 A party to
5 Quite the fashion
plate
9 Spring bloomer
14 His epitaph
reads •And the
beat goes on"
15 Faulkner femme
fatale Varner
· 16 BP merger
E_artner
17 TV role for
Bamboo
Harvester
18 Pie flop?
20 Italian deli
sandwich
22 Travelers'
burdens

23 Pie taste-test
site?

26 X, at times
Z7 www bookmark
28 Film director's
headaches
32 Luther's lang.
34 First Amendment
lobbying gp.
36 Numbers game
38 Buckeyes' home:
Abbr.
39 Pie to-do?
41 Post- opposite
42 One in distress?
44 Slug or song
ending
45 Loft material .
46 Apartment
manager, familiafy
. 47 Quaff for Andy
Capp
48 Curling setting
50 Pie charts?
56 Like the auditory
and optic nerves,
e.g.
59 Aspen topper
60 Pie patter?
63 Prohibited thing
64 Days of
Hanukkah, e.g.
65 Flag
66 First name in
Olympics
gymnastics
67 Like beer halls,
usually
68 Eyewear, in ads
69 Raid target
DOWN
1 High-tech debut
of 1981

,.

By Ed Sessa
10/21/1 O
2 Grammy winner
Jones
. S 3 A 3 • A 3 d o a • 1 V ll 0
3 Z Va • 3 !) ll I a • I ll 3 l
3 Bridge opening
)f ll V Z o• A l
a I 8
4 ' Fuggedaboutitl"
0 3
51980s-'90s
• s 3 ll 3 N 3 !) 3 a N 3 1 1 3
slugger Fielder
a n V S
l 0 0 W
6 "Whazzat?"
a 3 ll 3 d Vil 3 l N 3 A 3
7 Seine sight
ll
3
3
1
l
0
1
8
lf N I
•
S
a Longtime ice
cream cake
'I/ ll 3 . 3 s . 3 3 w a 3 . S 3 V
brand
A :> N 3 I N 3
1 n Vil s
9 Clapton title
• S ll 3 3 8 3 Vil 3 ll l X 3
woman
'I/ A S V 3 •
1 V ll V
10 Wet one's
whistle
ll 3 l l 3 8 a 3 l 0 3 d X 3 •
11 Johns, to Elton
0 1 I S • 'I/ l N VS • J. V ll 8
12 Top
1 I X
J. s V 3
I r I ~
13 Male swans
19 "Too-Ra-Loo-Ra- ~ ll 3 N • s 3 8 8 V • 8 V H V
Loo- ": Irish
Last issue s.olved
lullaby
21 Hardly
distinguished
36 Airline to Oslo
53 Elizabeth l's
24 Nostalgic song
37 Slight market
beloved
title word
improvement
54 Mild expletives
25 Godiva product
40 Disconcerting
55 Brown ermine
29 Tunnel entrance
glance
56 'Get realr
of sorts
43 Hand-holding
57 Guy who "wore a
30 Gumbo
events
diamond," in the
ingredient
47 Parcels out
song

-- -- ---· --,_
-- -- -- -v•

~J

~~arxJ Venus
33 Name meaning
'hairy" in Hebrew
35 _ -<le-sac

49 ~~~:6riefly
51 Reverence
52 A pad helps
protect It

B.

~~=-nt?

58
61 Scary current
62 Grammy-winning
Dr.

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Room for rert il a 2M!b
apa1mert. Walerford Lakes aea,
nea- LCF $400!roo+ hat utiities.
llb'Hlrmker. 407-4146018

3SO
NEW t-,bv.rojSAWMILL&
lLrrtJerMat&Pro hardes klgs 34"
daneter, rris boads 28' wi:le.
Auoolala:lcµ:k~
roeasesafl:iercy~t>40%!
www.Nav.oodSawmils.CXJ01/.300II
(OC0)001-7746 Ext 300N
CHERRY BEDRO'.)M SEr Sofd
Wood, re.er used, brard reN i,
fa::by ooxes. Ergish DcMl!ail.
Og,al oost $400'.). Sell for $795.
Gan deliver.
Cal Torn {813)Ero,3653
VIDEO Pf-K)NE,
STATEOFTHEART!
l.tt1itoo calrg, $29.99hro. vlst
us at irieJ;roc:u:ls.a:::rrep,cr,m

tx,o
November 16,201 & .ebruary 22, 2011
~ ~ ~ ~wroumw~
Event to be held at UCF's Memory Mall in front of the Aren~. ·
UCF is the 3rd largest college in the nation with over · 3,000
students, faculty;staff and employees!
a
contact greatly increases

lationships

•
I

•
•
•

wake up close to campus. resort-style amenitfes.
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Beat Rice! Have a great homecoming from Alafaya Club & Science Drive
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Orlando's biggest bedrooms & closets• resort-style amenities• private bedrooms & bathrooms• lndlvldual leases

•

•

•
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11'1'
E AT
ALAFAYA CLUB _ _ SCIENCE DRIVE

T 1-1 E

V I L LA G

E

AT

thevillageatalafayaclub.com
407.482.9990
@(.\ 111 A N AMFIIICAN(:AMPUSCOMMIJNI1Y

T H E

V I L L A G

thevillageatsciencedrive.com
407.384.7080
Fc1ceb ook.co111 /TheVillngeAtA lofayo Club

I

Foce boo k.com/ScienceD, ive
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From:44636
You have successfully
subscribed to UCF
Hoops.

UCFHOOPS

Text stop to end at
any time.

How Do IText UCFKNIGHTS to 44636?

The Student Newspaper at OCF since 1968

•
•

l!1

Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central

Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFHOOPS, to 44636 ..For a list of .
• other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!

*Carrier text messaging rates apply

•

•
•
•

!·_,

wake up close to campus. resort-style amenitres .

